
	 


P R I C I N G  / /  I N F O R M A T I ON 



—  T h a n k   Y o u  — 
 
 

Okay we’ve made it this far. Im so happy you’ve felt 
enough of a connection with my work to reach out.  

I would genuinely love to play a part in your wedding 
celebration, and its an honor to be considered for what will 
ultimately be one of the most important thing you invest in. 

Please take a look at the information below and let me 
know your thoughts.  

I cant wait to hear from you soon.  

-Steven Martinez 
owner//cinematographer 



 —  The Complete Cinematic Experience  —

- Coverage from preparation through the reception for up to 8 hours.  

- A 1-2 minute teaser film that is approximately perfect for sharing on instagram or other social platforms 

- A 3-5 minute cinematic highlight film paired with audio recorded during the wedding day and a cinematic soundtrack licensed exclusively for your film.  

- A 10-20 minute feature film displaying 90% of the footage captured at your event. This film pairs narrative audio recorded during the wedding day with 
professionally licensed  music from industry leading professionals.  

- A film of the entire ceremony captured from procession to recession utilizing multiple camera angles.  

- A separate film of every speech captured during your reception. 

- All footage professionally captured in 4k.

$ 2900

 —  The Essentials  —

- Coverage from preparation through the reception for up to 8 hours.  
-
- A 1-2 minute teaser film that is approximately perfect for sharing on instagram or other social platforms 

- A 10-20 minute feature film displaying 90% of the footage captured at your event. This film pairs narrative audio recorded during the wedding day with 
professionally licensed  music from industry leading professionals.  

- All footage professionally captured in 4k.

$ 2400

 —  A La Carte —

Raw Footage Cinematic Highlight Ceremony & Speeches

$200 $500 $300

-  Packages & Pricing  -

Travel fees may apply for weddings outside the Phoenix Metropolitan Area


